“The market is estimated to decline by 0.8% to £1.48 billion in 2019 before a longer-term period of growth as consumers trade up to more sophisticated formats. Brands may need to consider ethical values, ingredient transparency or more unique benefits to differentiate from competitors and command a price premium.”

Alex Fisher, Associate Director BPC

This report looks at the following areas:

- The effect of modern masculinity
- Unlocking inner potential

Gender is at the heart of some of the biggest shifts in the category. Men are leading the trade-up into fine fragrances, and expecting more sophisticated messaging as a result, with sexual attraction no longer a synonym for confidence and power. Women’s needs are also changing, but traditional female scents still seem to value romance over power and individuality. Unisex brands could find themselves on top if they can foster equality between men and women.

DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a more holistic view of this market
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Brand personality: Traditionally male brands appear accessible

Male fragrances have more differentiated images
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Chanel is well loved

Gucci has the ingredients for success

Dior should borrow from its fashion image

Try, try again for Boss

Vera Wang can investigate ethics

David Beckham relies on personal reputation

JOOP! comes out to play
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What I'm looking for

A rose by any other name

Achieving balance

Function vs discovery

Unanswered questions

Usage of Fragrances

Everyday luxury

Use declines with age

Scent Types

Following tradition

Scent preferences among men

Young and sweet
Figure 58: Men’s preferred scent type, by age, June 2019

The human league

Scent preferences among women

Not so different after all

Figure 59: Women’s preferred scent type, by age, June 2019

Wake up and smell the roses

Fragrance and Emotion

What women want

Figure 60: Emotive benefits of fragrance, by gender, June 2019

Not in the mood

Figure 61: Examples of UK fragrance launches with aromatherapy claims, 2019

Emotions sought by men

A little romance

Figure 62: Emotive benefits of fragrance among men, by age, June 2019

Take it down a notch

Emotions sought by women

The struggle for power

Figure 63: Emotive benefits of fragrance among women, by age, June 2019

How to be a girl

Figure 64: Lancôme Idôle, July 2019
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Leave it to me
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Online is key for gifting
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The art of subtlety

Figure 70: Attitudes towards fragrances, June 2019
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Younger consumers could move on

Figure 72: Agreement with attitudinal statements, by age, June 2019
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